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The first attachment is an electronic copy of the agenda from our May 21st meeting. The second attachment are Joel's notes 
from the meeting. And the third attachment is the list of items/activities/tasks that I developed based upon Joel's notes, my 
notes, and my understanding of what needed to be accomplished. It was the first section (preparation of FTA templates) that 
we attempted to complete before the end of the contract (end of June '07). Mark and Toru directed us to develop the 
templates by the end of June (despite my argument that it was premature).. Item #4 in that initial list has not been 
accomplished as Mark has yet to find time to work on the Make The Case document. And Heather has developed a draft 
(very, very brief ) of the model enhancements documentation. Underlying this was also Mark's desire to have deliverables 
for invoice payment. 

We can go over everything in more detail tomorrow afternoon when I arrive in Albuquerque. 

P.S. I am attending the Albuquerque Isotopes game on Wednesday night. And no, I don't who they are playing 	does not 
matter. 

William A. Davidson 
PB 
303 Second Street, Suite 700N 
San Francisco, CA 94107 
(415) 243-4601 
(925) 202-3395 (mobile) 
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